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Abstract

wherethe initial conditionuø(x) is 2-periodic.As is well

It is well known that spectral method can achieveexponential accuracy both on the approximation level and for
solvingpartial differential equationsif the solutionsare analytic.- However, the situation is very different when the
function or solution is not smooth. For a linear partial
differential equation with discontinuoussolutions,Fourier
spectralmethodwill producepoor point-wiseaccuracy,but
will still maintain exponential accuracy for all moments
againstanalytic functions.In this presentationwe address
the issueof accuracyof Fourier spectral method applied to
the nonlinearBurgersequationthrough a numericalstudy.
Our numericalexperimentsshowthat, unlike in the linear
case,the momentsagainstanalytic functionsare no longer
very accurate. However the numerical solution seemsto
still contain accurate information, sinceaccurate point values can be extracted by a Gegenbauerpolynomial based
post-processing.

evenif the initialcondition
uø(x)is analytic.Our purpose

known, solutionsto (1) typically contain discontinuities
is to assessaccuracy under such situation through a nu•

1/:2

mericalstudyfor the caseof Burgersequationf(u) - -T'
Seealso[15].

First some notations. The Fourier approximation oper-

ator Siv to an L 2 functionu(x) is
N

(2)

sivu(x)
=

0ke

where the Fourier coefficientsfik are defined by

for Fourier Galerkin, or by
N
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(4)

•k= 2N+I

where
xj •

2j '
2N+l

forFourier
collocation.
Tosolve
thepar-

tial differentialequation(1), the standardFourierspectral

I

algorithm is

Introduction

In this presentationwe are concernedwith the accuracy
of Fourier spectral method when applied to a nonlinear (5)
conservation

=

0,

-1 _<x < 1

•iv(x,0) = Sivuø(x)

law

OtU+Oxf(U)

(1)

SN(OtVN+Oxf(vN))

=

0,

-l_<x<

whereviv(x,t)
iv 0k
= •=_iv

1

issupposed
to approx-

imatethe exactsolutionu(x, t) of (1), and Siv is eitherthe

u(x,0) -- uø(x)

Galerkinor the collocationFourierapproximationoperator
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definedby (2)-(a) or by (2)-(4).
The approximation error

(•)

u(x)- Sivu½)

is well knownto be exponentiallysmall (i.e., it is of the

sizeO(rN) for some0 ( r (1) if u(x) is analytic.In
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this presentation, we will only discussanalytic functions
as representationsof general smooth functions. Similar
resultscan also be obtained for C ø• or C k functions. How-

95

strongestis the point-wise error from the exact solution

u(x,t):
(10)

u(x,t) - VN(X,t),
ever, if u(x) is only piecewiseanalytic but discontinuous, which cannot be small even for t = 0 due to the Gibbs
the approximationerror (6) is O(1) near the discontinu- phenomenon,if the initial condition containsshocks. A

ity andonlyfirstorderO(-•) elsewhere.
Thisisknown
as

more reasonableerror is the point-wiseerror of the numer-

the Gibbsphenomenon.
See,e.g., [4]and [3]. Fortunately, ical solutionVN(X,t) from the Fourierapproximation
of

even if the accuracyis poor in the point-wise sense,it is
still excelIent for the moments against any analytic func-

the exactsolution$NU(X,t):

tions.ForanyL• functionu(x) andanyanalyticfunction (11)
w(x), we have[5]:

(7)

If this error is exponentiallysmall, we can claim the spectral methodfor (1) is exponentiallyaccuratebecauseof
the post-processor
(8) for the exact solutionu(x, t). An

- sNu(x))w(x)ax[
Cr
N

for someconstantC and 0 • r • I independentof N. This
property is the basis of all the "reconstruction"or "postprocessing"techniques. These techniques try to recover
exponentialor at least high order accuracyfor point values
basedon the FourierapproximationSNU(X) of a piecewise
analytic function. In other words, one tries to obtain a
small post-processedapproximation error

(8)

SNU(X,t) -- VN(X,t).

u(x) - P,¾s,u(x)

even weaker error is defined by the error in the first few
Fourier coefficients,i.e.

(12)

•,(t) - 9•,(t)

for the first few k, where•(t) are the Fouriercoefficients
of the exact solutionu(x,t) of (1). This is actually an
example of the more general definition of error in moments

againstany analytic functionw(x):

(13)

/:

t)-

1

where PN is some post-processingoperator. Examples of

In fact, as long as this error in moments is exponentially

PA' includevarioushigh frequencyfilters [14], [11], [17],
small, we can claim that the spectralmethodis exponen[2],whichare of the form
tially accuratein solving(1) by usingproperty(7) for the
exactsolutionu(x, t) and the post-processing
(8).
If the PDE (1) is linear (i.e. f(u) - a(x,t)u), it is
provenin [5], [1]that spectralFouriermethodis exponentially accuratein the sensethat (13) is exponentiallysmall.
(8) appliedto rs. (x, t) wouldthen yield
with $NU(X) givenby (2). The functiona(•) in (9) is even A post-processing
(or satisfiesa(-•) -- a(•) if it is complexvaluedas in an exponentiallyaccuratepoint-wiseapproximationto the
[2]), smooth(the accuracyof the filter dependsuponits exact solutionu(x,t). However,if (1) is nonlinear,it is
smoothness),
supportedin (-1, 1) and satisfiesa(0) = 1 still a theoreticallyopenproblemwhetherspectralFourier
and a(k)(0) = 0 for I _<k <_K (withaccuracy
of the method, equippedwith either high frequencyfiltering or
filter again dependsupon K). These filters can recover vanishing
viscosity[16],[12],is exponentially
(or highorhigh order or even exponentialaccuracyin the smoothre- der)accuratein the sense
of (13). Computational
evidence
that, evenin this nonlinearcase,
gionsawayfromthe discontinuities
(the filterin [2]canalso in [13]seemsto suggest
recoverhigh order accuracyup to the discontinuityfrom highlyaccurateinformationis still implicitlycontainedin
oneside). A morerecentexampleof PN is the Gegenbauer the numericalsolutionand canbe extracted(at leastaway
by a post-processing
usinghighfrepolynomialbasedprocedure
discussed
in [6],[7],[8],[9]and from the discontinuity)
of the O(1) Gibbsphe[10],whichcan giveuniformexponentialaccuracyfor all quencyfiltering.However,because
solutionis
x right up to the discontinuityfor piecewiseanalytic func- nomenon,the globalerror of the post-processed
tions. In this sensespectral Fourier approximationis also still only at most first order in L •. Thus thesenumerical
exponentially accurate for piecewiseanalytic functions-- experiments
do not establishglobalhighorderaccuracyin
one only has to extract the hidden information from the
the presence
of shocks.In the next sectionwe will perform
a detailednumericalcasestudy about this accuracyissue
poor approximation$N(X) usingthe post-processor
PN.
When spectralmethodis usedto solvethe PDE (1), we fortheBurgers'
equation
(f(u) = -T)' Weusea highfrecan considerthe followingdifferenttypes of errors. The quencysolutionfilter to stabilizethe algorithm,and post

Accuracy Of Spectral Method For BurgersEquation
processthe numericalresult using the Gegenbauerpoly-
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for someconstantsC > 0 and 0 < r < 1 independentof N.

nomialbasedprocedure
[6], [10].We observe
that, unlike This is in contrast with earlier filtering techniqueswhich
in the linear case,the spectral Fourier method is not very
accurate in the senseof moments against analytic func-

can obtain goodaccuracyawayfrom the discontinuitybut

tions (13). However,numericalevidencedoesindicatethe
possibilityof very high accuracyunder someweakerdefinition, perhapssomeaverageof Fourier coefficients,since
the post-processed
result Pzvwv(x,t) is muchmore accu-

conclusionalso holdsfor more than one shocks,for Legendre, Chebyshevor general Gegenbauerexpansionsrather
than Fourier expansions,and for collocationrather than

rate than the Fourier coefficientsthemselves,and accurate
Fourier coefficientscan be "reconstructed"from this post-

processed
solutionP•vv•v(x, t).

still leavesO(1) errorsnear the discontinuity.The same

aalerkin,[8],[9]and [10].
A

2

Before finishingthis introduction, we would like to describe briefly the Gegenbauerpolynomial based postpro-

numerical

case

study about

accuracy

cessing
procedure
in [6], [7],[8],[9]and [10].Let'sconsider In our numericalsolutionreported in this section,time disthe simplest caseof only one discontinuity,located at the

interval boundaryx = +1. That is, u(x) is an analytic

functionin [-1, 1] but not periodic.Let's alsoonly consider the Galerkin case, i.e. assumethat we are given the

cretization is by a third order Runge-Kutta method, with
a time step At sufficientlysmall suchthat the spatial error
is dominant in all cases.We compute the exact solution of
the Burgers equation by Newton iterations on the implicit
characteristicequations, and compute the Fourier coeffi-

first 2N + 1 Fouriercoefficients
of u(x) definedby (3), and
henceS•.u(x) in (2). The objectiveis to recoverexponen- cientsof a function(if not analyticallygiven) by usinga

tially accuratepointvaluesof u(x), uniformlyover[-1,1]. sufficientlyaccurate numerical quadrature.
To achieve this end, we considerthe Gegenbauerexpan-

We first solve a linear equation

sionof u(x) over[-1.1],i.e., expansions
in the Gegenbauer

polynomials
C•(x), whichareorthogonal
withtheweight

Otu+

function
(1- x2):•-«:

3

5 - 4 cos(wx)

O•:u =

0)

0,

-l<x<

-

1

=

u(x)-- Z f•C•(x)

with periodic boundary conditions, up to t--1. using the

Of course, we do not know the exact Gegenbauercoeffi-

SNOtVN
+ 5--4COS(itX)
O•'t'5'
=0,

(14)

cientsAxof u(x), but just the approximate
Gegenbauer
coefficients,
fix
obtainedfromSNu(x):
N.k'

Fourier Galerkin

method:

N

(19)
VN(X,O)=SNX=
• (--1)ki
kit ei•
k=-N

(15)

SNU(X)
-- • •,•.•:C•(x)

k•O

k----O

Standard Galerkin method is stable for this linear probThe two most important ingredientsin the reconstruction lem but producespoor point value accuracy,seeFigure 1.
procedureare: (1) do not fix the parameter,•, but choose In all the figures,we have shown the solution in a period
it proportionalto, but lessthan, N, and (2) do not sum borderedby the singlediscontinuity. However, the accu(15) to infinity, but only to m:
racy in the first few Fourier coefficients,as representatives
of momentsagainstanalytic functions,are computedmore
accurately,see Figure 2.
(16)
PNS•vu(x)• u.,kCk(x)
'• •
In order to comparewith the nonlinear case reported
k----O
m

later, we solvethe samelinear equation(18) usingthe filtered Fourier method, i.e., after each Runge-Kutta time
Onecouldchoose,
forexample,
m = A = •N,
• amongmany step,the numericalsolutionis filteredby (9) with the exotherpossibilities.
It can be proven[6] that, undersuch ponential filter:
wherem is againchosenproportionalto, but lessthan, N.

choices,the reconstructionerror is uniformlyexponentially
small:

(17)

max lu(x)- PNSNu(x)I
_•CrN

--l<x<l

(20)

=

where r is increasingwith N and is related to the order of
the filter, and a is chosensuchthat e-a equalsmachine
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Figure 3: Point-wise errors in the logarithm scale, linear

'•o"'

PDE (18). Fourier Galerkin using 2N + 1 modeswith
exponential solution filters of order r. r -- 4 for N = 10;
r = 6 for N = 20; r - 8 for N = 40 and r - 12 for N = 80.

Figure 1: Point-wise errors in the logarithm scale, linear
PDE (18). Fourier Galerkin using2N + 1 modes,for N =
10, 20, 40 and 80.

zero( 10-16 for doubleprecision).The exponential
filter
(20) has the advantageof simplicity,and usuallyit works

equallywellasmorecomplicated
filters[17].Forthislinear
problem, as well as for the nonlinear Burgers' equation
later, we will use the Fourier method with the following
choiceof filter orders: r = 4 for N = 10; r = 6 for N 20; r = 8 for N = 40 and r = 12 for N = 80.

The

result is shownin Figure 3 for the point-wiseerrorsand in
Figure 4 for the errors in the first few Fourier coefficients.
Comparingwith Figure i and Figure 2, we can seebetter
point value accuracyin the smooth region becauseof the
filters,and similar (good)accuracyfor the first few Fourier

Error
inFirst10Fourier
Coeff
---linear,
nofilter,
before
post-pro•

coefficients.

The computational result for the linear equation is not
10•

10 •

surprising
sinceit just verifiesthe provenfact [5], [1]that
N=10

10 •

10 •

10 '•

Fourier coefficients,as representativesof momentsagainst
analytic functions, are computed with exponential accu-

racy by the spectralFouriermethod,and filteringwill recoverexponentialpoint value accuracyin smooth regions
awayfrom the discontinuity.It shouldbe noticed that, for
the sameN, the accuracyfor the first few Fourier coefficientsis at the samelevel at or better than the best point
valueaccuracyin the smoothregionafter filtering. This is
again not surprisingsincepoint value accuracyis obtained
from the Fourier coefficientsthrough filtering.
We now come to the nonlinear problem we are really

Figure 2: Errors in the first 10 Fourier coefficients,in the
logarithm scale,linear PDE (18). Fourier Galerkin using interestedin: we solvethe nonlinearBurgers'equation
2N + I modes, for N = 10, 20, 40 and 80.

Otu+Ox(•)
= 0, -l<_x<l
(21)

u(x,O) =

0.3+0.7sin(•rx).

Thesolution
develops
a shock
at t = 0.-• andwecompute

Accuracy 0œSpectral Method For Burgers Equation
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Error in First 10 Fourier Coeff --- linear, filter
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Figure 4: Errors in the first 10 Fourier coefficients,in the

logarithmscale,linear PDE (18). FourierGalerkin using

10'•/ ' • 015' ' ' ' 010' ' '

0'5

2N + 1 modes with exponential solution filters of order r.
r -- 4 for N = 10; r = 6 for N = 20; r = 8 for N = 40 and
r -

12 for N = 80.

Figure 5: Point-wiseerrors in the logarithm scale,Burgers

equation(21). FourierGalerkinusing2N + I modeswith
exponential solution filters of order r. r = 4 for N = 10;
the solution up to t - 1. The initial condition is chosen
r = 6 for N = 20; r = 8 for N = 40 and r = 12 for N = 80.
such that the shock is moving with time. For this nonlinear PDE, the standard Galerkin method cannot converge

to the entropysolution[16].Onewouldneedto adddissipationseither by the high frequencysolutionfiltering (9)

or by the spectralvanishing
viscosity[16],[12],[13]. Numerical resultsfor the Burgers'equation with the vanishing

viscositymethodcan be foundin, e.g., [13]. Here we will
only report the resultsobtainedby solutionfiltering, using

the samer as in the previouslinear case(18). We have
also computed with the vanishing viscosity methods and
have obtained

similar results.

Error in First 10 FourierCoefficients--- Before Post-Processing
10'

10ø

In Figure5 weplot the point-wiseerroru(x, t)--rs(x, t),

10 •

N=10

and in Figure 6 the error for the first 10 Fourier coeffi10 •
cients. While the pattern of the point-wise errors are simi10 •
10 •
lar to the linear casein Figure 3, the errors for the Fourier
coefficientsare clearly much worse in comparison. As a
10 •
matter of fact, for the same N, the errors for the first few
Fourier coefficientsare a few magnitudeslarger than the
10 '•
ß ' ß
'
'
- - ' *..--.
, I , , ---..•.-•.--..
0
2
4
6
8
smallest point value error in the smooth region. This is
clearly different from what we observein the linear case
in Figure 4, and suggeststhat the first few Fourier coefficients, again as representativesof moments against analytical functions,are no longercomputedwith exponential Figure 6: Errors in the first 10 Fourier coefficients,in the
or high order accuracy. It is sort of puzzling that each dif- logarithmscale,Burgersequation(21). FourierGalerkin
ferencein the Fouriercoefficients
•k (t) - 9k(t) is relatively using 2N + 1 modes with exponential solution filters of
large(Figure6), but the point-wiseerroru(x, t) - VN(x, t), orderr. r =4 forN= 10; r = 6 for N=20; r =8 for

which is just an average(weightedsum) of

(against
O(1) weightfunctions
eik•x),is muchsmaller
in
the smoothregion(Figure 5). Somecaneelationmust be
present for this to happen.

Next, we apply the Gegenbauer
post-processor
[6], as

N = 40 and r = 12 for N = 80.
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Error in

Pointwise Error --- After Post-Processing

10'
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First 10 Fouder Coefficients--- After Post-Processing
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Figure 7: Point-wise errors in the logarithm scale, Burgers

Figure 8: Errors in the first 10 Fourier coefficients,recon-

equation(21). FourierGalerkinusing2N + i modeswith

structedfrom PNVN(X,t), in the logarithmscale,Burgers
equation(21). FourierGalerkinusing2N + I modeswith

exponential solution filters of order r. r - 4 for N - 10;
r - 6 for N - 20; r - 8 for N - 40 and r - 12 for N - 80.
Gegenbauerpost-processed,with parametersA - 2, m - 1
for N- 10; A-- 3, m- 3 for N-20;
A-- 12, m-7for
N-40and
A-62, m-15, forN-80.

briefly described in the previous section, to the numerical

solution VN(X,t). We first use the exact shocklocation,
and use the following values for the parameters m and A:
A = 2, m = I for N = 10; A = 3, m = 3 for N = 20;
A = 12, rn = 7 for N = 40 and A = 62, m = 15, for
N = 80. We would like to point out that there is no theoretical justification in doing this post-processing
for the
current nonlinear case,sincethe post-processing
procedure
assumesthat the Fourier coefficientsare accurate, which
is not true any more. However, the post-processedresult
is surprisingly good, see the point-wise errors in Figure 7.

exponentialsolution filters of order r. r - 4 for N - 10;
r - 6 for N - 20; r - 8 for N - 40 and r = 12 for N = 80.
Gegenbauerpost-processed,with parametersA -- 2, m = 1
forN= 10; A=3, m=3 for N= 20; A= 12, rn= 7 for
N=40andA=62,
m=15, forN=80.
This accurate information might be contained in some av-

eragesof the Fouriercoefficients
(sincethe post-processing

procedure
basedon Gegenbauer
polynomials
[6] usescertain averagesof Fourier coefficientsrather than the coeffi-

cientsthemselves).
We finally make two remarks:
Remark 2.1 In the Gegenbauerreconstructionprocedure
abovewe have used the exact shocklocation. The proce-

dure in [8] allowsus to use an approximate
shocklocation, determinedfrom the Fourier coeJficientsthemselves

Just like in the approximation
test cases[6], V•recan ob-

(e.g., [2]). Similarlygoodresultscan be obtainedwhen

serve good accuracy everywhere including at the discontinuity x - +1 + 0.3. From thesevery accuratepoint values
we can reconstructthe Fourier coefficients,namely we can

the reconstructionis performedin a slightly smaller subinterval inside which the solution is guaranteedto be ana-

lytic. For example,weusetheshockdetectorin [2], which

computethe Fourier coefficientsof PNVN(X,t), see Fig-

in this case detects the shock location to within 0.0000025

ure 8.

for all the N values used, and a reconstructioninside the

These reconstructed

Fourier

coefficients are much

more accuratethan beforethe post-processing,
comparing
Figure 8 with Figure 6.

sub-interval
[-0.999997,0.999997],
whichis just slightly
smallerthan [-1, 1] (whennumericallydetected
shockis

This suggeststhat, even if VN(X,t) or its Fourier coefficients9k(t) are not very accurate,it must implicitly

shiftedto x = -1) and guaranteesthat the true shockis

contain

accurate

information

which is extracted

in this

outside this region. The result is shown in Figure 9. It is
clearly as good as the case where the exact shock location

withFigure7).
caseby the Gegenbauerpolynomial based post-processor is used(comparing
PN. This numerical evidencesuggeststhat in the nonlinear PDE case,Fouriercoefficients
9k(t), just like point-wise Remark 2.2 If weusecollocation
(J) insteadof Galerkin,
valuesin the linear (or nonlinear)PDE case,are no longer and the Gegenbauer
reconstruction
procedure
in [10], the
goodindicatorsof accuracy.They themselvesare not very result is almost identically good: CompareFigure 10 with
accurate,but they implicitly contain accurateinformation
which can be extracted by adequate post-processors
PN.

Figure 7.
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3
Pointwise error --- after post-process with detected shock locatio
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